MEGARA (Multi Espectrógrafo en GTC de Alta Resolución para Astronomía) is an optical (3650 -9750Å), fibre-fed, medium-high spectral resolution (R = 6000, 12000, 20000) instrument for the GTC 10.4m telescope, commissioned in the summer of 2017, and currently in operation. The scientific exploitation of MEGARA demands a stellar-spectra library to interpret galaxy data and to estimate the contribution of the stellar populations. This paper introduces the MEGARA-GTC spectral library, detailing the rationale behind the catalogue building. We present the spectra of 97 stars (21 individual stars and 56 members of the globular cluster M15, being both sub-samples taken during the commissioning runs; and 20 stars from our on-going GTC Open-Time program). The spectra have R = 20000 in the HR-R and HR-I setups, centred at 6563 and 8633 Å respectively. We describe the procedures to reduce and analyse the data. Then, we determine the best-fitting theoretical models to each spectrum through a χ 2 minimisation technique to derive the stellar physical parameters and discuss the results. We have also measured some absorption lines and indices. Finally, this article introduces our project to complete the library and the database to make the spectra available to the community.
Folded Cassegrain F focal plane, into the spectrograph, hosted at the Nasmyth A platform.
The spectrograph is an all-refractive system (with f/3 and f/1.5 focal ratios for collimator and camera, respectively) and includes a set of 18 Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) gratings placed at the pupil in the collimated beam. These gratings offer three spectral modes with different Resolving power, R, labelled as Low Resolution (LR), R(FWHM) = 6000; Medium Resolution (MR), R(FWHM) = 12000; and High Resolution (HR), R(FWHM) = 20000.
The different MEGARA setups in terms of wavelength coverage and linear reciprocal dispersion are shown in Table 2 . The columns indicate: (1) setup or name of the VPH; (2) the shortest wavelength (Å) of the central fibre spectrum; (3) the shortest wavelength (Å) common to all spectra; (4) the central wavelength (Å); (5) the longest wavelength (Å) for all spectra; (6) the longest wavelength (Å) of the central fibre spectrum and (7) constant linear reciprocal dispersion (Å pix −1 ). The range between λ min and λ max is common to all fibres while the wavelengths λ min,1 and λ max,1 are not reachable in the fibres located at the centre and edges of the pseudo-slit, respectively.
A subset of 11 VPHs are simultaneously mounted on the instrument wheel so that are available in the same observing night. We emphasise that the whole optical wavelength range is covered at R = 6000 and 12000 (FWHM) while R = 20000 is only available around two specific ranges defined by HR-R and HR-I.
The scientific data are recorded by means of a deep-depleted e2V 4096 pix × 4096 pix detector with 15µm-pixel pitch. MEGARA is completed with the instrument control, fully integrated in the GTC Control System (GCS), and a set of stand-alone software tools to allow the user to prepare, visualise and fully-reduce the observations. A complete information and final instrument performance on the GTC based on commissioning results can be found in Carrasco et al. (2018) , , Dullo et al. (2019) and Gil de Paz et al. (in prep.) .
Population Synthesis models and importance of stellar libraries
Population Synthesis models have proven to be key to derive the star formation histories of galaxies when used to interpret the observations. The integrated properties of a galaxy can be modelled, through a technique as the ones used in STARLIGHT (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) , or FADO (Gomes & Papaderos 2018) codes, as a combination of Single Stellar Populations (SSP), the building blocks of the population synthesis technique. There have been many studies devoted to the computation of SSP integrated properties, e.g. Mas-Hesse & Kuntz (1991) ; García-Vargas & Díaz (1994) ; García-Vargas, Bressan & Díaz (1995) ; Leitherer et al. (1999) ; Bruzual & Charlot (2003) ; González-Delgado et al. There are important differences among the available SSP models due to the use of different stellar tracks (so that the isochrones), different input physics and computational algorithms, inclusion of nebular emission and/or dust, and, overall, different stellar atmosphere libraries with their particular wavelength coverage and spectral resolution. Stellar libraries are a key piece in the SSP code building. A spectral library is a collection of star spectra sharing the same wavelength range and resolution. The stars comprising these libraries are classified according to the main stellar atmospheric parameters governing their spectral energy distribution, namely effective temperature (T eff ), surface gravity, (log g) and metallicity, usually given in terms of iron, [Fe/H], or all-metal, log (Z/Z ) abundance; hereinafter, we will use [M/H] for metallicity. In order to reproduce the synthetic spectra as accurate as possible, the spectral star library should cover a wide range in all the three parameters.
The stellar libraries can be classified in empirical and theoretical, being the first ones based on observed data while the second ones are built with stellar atmosphere and radiative-transfer processes models computed as a function of physical parameters. The theoretical libraries have the advantages of covering a very wide range of selectable stellar parameters, in particular abundance, and providing noise-free spectra. However, these libraries require a wide and reliable database of both atomic and molecular lines opacity, not always complete or available; and suffer from systematic potential uncertainties coming from the atmosphere models limitations (convection properties, line-blanketing, expansion, nonradiative heating, non-Local-Thermodynamic-Equilibrium -non-LTE -effects etc.). Examples of theoretical libraries used for stellar synthesis population models are those from Kurucz (1993) ; Coelho et al. (2005) Gustafsson et al. (2008) ; Leitherer et al. (2010) ; Palacios et al. (2010) ; Sordo et al. (2010) ; Kirby (2011); de Laverny et al. (2012) ; Coelho (2014) and Bohlin et al. (2017) among others.
The empirical stellar libraries have the advantage of being composed by real observed stars. A very good review of empirical libraries has been recently compiled by and , which present the MaStar library (MaNGA project). However, there are some shortcomings and limitations. The existing libraries have relatively low resolution and a limited coverage in terms of the parameter space and are constrained to the ranges of T eff , log g and [M/H] spanned by the stars in the Milky Way galaxy and its satellites. Moreover, these existent libraries are often biased to the brightest stars (to save observing time) and/or the most frequent types (associated to the length of the evolutionary stage of each star type). For these reasons, the empirical libraries are short in low metallicity stars, in general, and also deficient in cool dwarfs, and other types of stars not so numerous, which however can make a big difference in the composed synthetic spectrum. This is the case of Wolf-Rayet (WR), Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) and thermally-pulsing Asynthotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars, whose high luminosity in certain wavelength intervals could even dominate completely the spectrum. For these reasons, few SSP codes include an empirical stellar library to model the atmospheres.
There is a final consideration in the use of libraries when the resulting synthetic spectra are intended to be compared to observations and is that in both theoretical and empirical-based spectra, the instrument characteristics (noise, instrumental specific effects, spectral resolution, and even data reduction), introduce another level of uncertainty in the observed spectra. The exception is an empirical library obtained from star observations with the same instrument. This is the case of the MEGARA-GTC spectral library, a total instrument-oriented catalogue, crucial for creating the necessary synthetic templates to interpret the observations taken with MEGARA at the same instrumental setup.
We describe the construction of our catalogue in Section 2. Section 3 summarises the observations of the sample presented in this work in subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 for commissioning single stars -COM hereafter -, M15 members, and Open-Time (OT hereafter) stars sub-samples respectively, while subsection 3.4 is devoted to the data reduction process. The spectra analysis is described in Section 4, dedicating subsections 4.1 to 4.3 to the derivation of the stellar parameters and their analysis; and subsections 4.4 and 4.5 to the description of the absorption line spectra in HR-R and HR-I setups, respectively. Section 5 contains an overview of the MEGARA-GTC database tool. Our conclusions are summarised in Section 6.
MEGARA STELLAR LIBRARY
The MEGARA-GTC basic stellar library currently contains 2983 stars covering wide ranges in T eff , log g and abundance [M/H], whose histograms are shown in Figure 1 . To define the catalogue, we made a compilation of observed stars from different libraries whose main characteristics and references are summarised in Table 3. We selected libraries whose spectral resolution was comparable to that of MEGARA at LR, MR and HR modes, with resolving power of 6000, 12000 and 20000 respectively. For this search, we used databases from SAO/NASA ADS and ArXiv. The INDO-US library (Valdes et al. 2004) and ELODIE low-resolution (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001 fit well the MEGARA-LR spectral setups; X-SHOOTER (Chen et al. 2012 (Chen et al. , 2014 and FOE (Montes, Ramsey, & Welty 1999) have similar spectral resolution than MEGARA-MR and, finally, UVES-POP (Bagnulo et al. 2003) , ELODIE highresolution (Prugniel & Soubiran 2004 ) and UES (Montes & Martin 1998) surpass MEGARA-HR spectral resolution. The final library has been produced avoiding any duplicated stars when coming from more than one catalogue.
The GTC at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos (ORM) has geographical coordinates of 28 • 45 25 N Latitude, 17 • 53 33 W Longitude and 2396m altitude. The catalogue coordinates limits have been selected assuming some margin over the GTC operational restrictions (the minimum declination reachable is -35 • and the lowest elevation is +25 • ), to what we added a safety margin resulting a declination range for the star library of -20 • ≤ δ ≤ +89 • . All coordinates and star data have been checked by parsing the catalogue against SIMBAD4 release 1.7 database. Table 4 shows some rows and columns, as an example of the MEGARA-GTC library information. The catalogue will be published with the first release and the observations will be available as soon as the stars are observed and pass our data reduction and quality control processes. The selected columns include the star name, Right Ascension (RA) and Declination (Dec) equatorial coordinates J2000.0, RA and Dec proper motions in masyr −1 , spectral type and luminosity class, and referenced Johnson magnitudes V, R, I and J whenever available. Most stars come from other spectral libraries. In these cases, values for T eff , log g and [M/H] (usually meaning [Fe/H]) exist and are displayed in columns 11, 12 and 13 respectively, together with the original catalogue's name, shown in the last column. The full catalogue contains also additional information of the stars that have been compiled from the literature. The results for the first library release is in preparation (Carrasco et al. 2020) ; hereafter Paper II. However, the assignment of the stellar parameters -initially obtained from the literaturedepends on the wavelength range and resolution of each spectrum. For this reason, one of the goals of this work is to propose a method to uniformly determine the stellar parameters of our sample from MEGARA HR spectra (see subsection 4.1) and to apply it to all the stars in the library as soon as they are observed.
The dominant spectral types in the basic catalogue are G stars (751), K (705) and F (630), followed by A (335), B (326), M (153), and O (49). We have a minimum number of L, S, R stars and only 1 WR. We have added an extension to the library with a hot star catalogue composed by 199 Galactic O and B stars from the IACOB database (Simón-Díaz et al. 2011) , plus WR stars and LBV stars (or candidates), with the restriction limits described above to be observed with the GTC. The WR sub-sample includes 166 galactic (compiled by Crowther 2018), 14 in M81 (Gómez-González, Mayya & González 2016), 205 in M33 (Neugent & Massey 2011) and 53 in M31 (Neugent, Massey & Georgy 2012) . We have some of these WR stars scheduled to be observed. LBV stars are rare and only few are properly confirmed. Our LBV sub-sample includes 8 stars in our Galaxy (plus 4 candidates), 6 in M31, 4 in M33, 1 in M 81 (plus 1 candidate) and 2 in NGC 2403. The observational program is on-going and has been awarded GTC Open time in three consecutive semesters and we have submitted a proposal for the fourth one (see subsection 3.3). The MEGARA-GTC library's composition might evolve, so the catalogue will be updated as far as the project progresses to have the most complete database possible with the available GTC time.
In terms of the spectral region, we have prioritised the library in HR-R and HR-I (R 20000) since there are not any published empirical catalogues covering these spectral ranges and resolution while however are highly demanded. As of today, R 20000 is not being offered in any other Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS) instrument, with a combination of efficiency and telescope collecting area high enough to study gas and stellar populations physical properties and kinematics in external galaxies, something particularly powerful in the study of dwarf and face-on disk galaxies. The HR-R setup is centred at Hα at z = 0, so that observations with this grating will provide stellar templates to support subtraction of the underlying stellar population in nearby star-forming galaxies with the same spectral resolution than the gas spectrum. Also, the lines Heii 6678 and Heii 6683Å will be crucial for classification of massive and hot stars. The HR-I setup, centred in the brightest line of Caii triplet at 8542.09Å, will trace the presence of both very young (through the Pa series) and intermediate to old (through the Caii, Mgi, Nai, and Fei features) populations in nearby galaxies. However, the absence of Hei and Heii lines will add uncertainty when determining the T eff of hot stars on the basis on their HR-I spectrum solely. The spectra of these setups also contain important features used for abundance determination. A more detailed description of the observations in these spectral ranges is given in sections 4.4 and 4.5 for HR-R and HR-I, respectively.
Our team is currently developing a new grid of PopStar evolutionary synthesis models based on high resolution theoretical spectra (Mollá et al. in prep.) . PopStar code is being, therefore, prepared to include HR spectra as those ones resulting from MEGARA stellar library observations and, in particular, HR-R and HR-I setups. This will allow us to obtain both SSPs and composed population models, to be used as stellar-population templates to interpret MEGARA data.
MEGARA-GTC LIBRARY OBSERVATIONS
We present in this paper a sub-sample of 97 stars that will form part of the first release of the MEGARA-GTC Library. During Table 5 . Sub-sample of 21 stars observed with the HR-I spectral configuration during MEGARA commissioning between June and August 2017. Johnson magnitudes are shown for the stars if available (Note: BD+12 237 is also known as Feige 15 and BD+40 4032 is also known as HD 227900).
Star Name
Sp MEGARA commissioning at the GTC (June -August 2017), we started a pilot program whose goal was to obtain the first observations of the MEGARA-GTC Library using HR-I. The subsection 3.1 is devoted to describe these observations. We also observed the centre of the M15 cluster in both HR-R and HR-I configurations, with the MEGARA MOS mode using the robotic positioners. These observations are described in subsection 3.2. Finally, we include in this paper 20 stars, also observed in HR-R and HR-I, belonging to the basic library and observed with the filler GTCprogram described in 3.3.
Commissioning single-star LCB Observations
During the MEGARA commissioning phase, we observed 21 single stars from the MEGARA-GTC catalogue described in section 2 with the LCB mode in HR-I setup. Observations were carried out during twilight time or under-optimum observing conditions, in which the other commissioning tests could not be done. The exposure times ranged between 5 and 900s. The name and properties of these COM stars are listed in Table 5 . The 21 HR-I 2D spectra have been fully reduced as described in subsection 3.4. Once the final (sky subtracted) flux-calibrated spectra were obtained, we used the MEGARA Quick Look Analysis (QLA) tool (Gómez-Alvarez et al. 2018) to extract the 1D spectra by integrating 3 rings on skyprojection (37 spaxels). Figure 2 shows the spectra of this COM sub-sample for the hottest (panel a) and the coolest (panel b) stars, respectively.
Commissioning M15 MOS Observations
We also observed the centre of the M15 globular cluster in both HR-R and HR-I spectral configurations. The observations of 1800s (3 x 600s) in each configuration were taken on 24 August 2017, during MEGARA commissioning, with the MOS mode and excellent seeing (0.4 arcsec). The pointing coordinates were chosen to accommodate as many stars as possible in the 88 positioners available. These coordinates were α (J2000.0 FK5) = 21h:29m:58.147s and δ (J2000.0 FK5) = 12 • 10 09.62 with an Instrument Position Angle, IPA, of 196.146 • . Calibrations for both setups were taken with the same MOS configuration to correct from Bias, Flat Field and Wavelength Calibration following the data reduction steps described in section 3.4. Correction for Atmospheric Extinction and Flux Calibration were done by observing two standard stars with the IFU (in both setups). From these observations, we obtained the master sensitivity curve to correct all the 1D star spectra from spectral response and flux calibration. After performing sky-subtraction with sky spaxels, we used the QLA tool to extract the 1D star spectra. We finally obtained 56 stellar spectra in each setup to be used in this work. These stars (numbered from 1 to 56) had not previous stellar parameter determination so that we have applied the method described in this paper (see section 4.1.2) to obtain them. Figure 3 shows the spectra of 6 of these 56 M15 stars in HR-R (a) and HR-I (b). Each star is plotted with a different color and with a shift for the sake of clarity. From the observations of HR-R and HR-I we have derived a radial velocity of -106.9 kms −1 (after the de-convolution with the instrumental profile), compatible with the value commonly adopted in the literature (v = -106.6 ± 0.6 kms −1 from SIMBAD).
Filler program to observe MEGARA-GTC Library
We have proposed a filler-type program during the last 3 semesters in the Call for Proposals for GTC Open Time to observe stars for the MEGARA-GTC Library. We have already been awarded 175 hours of observing time (programs 35-GTC22/18B, 61-GTC37/19A and GTC33-19B, PI: Mollá), and it is our intention to complete this project until having a high number of stars to do a precise enough evolutionary synthesis code. The motivation of this program is to finalise, in the shortest timescale possible, the MEGARA-GTC spectral library. To delimit the goal and, consequently, the telescope time, this filler proposal is focused on the highest spectral resolution configurations: HR-R and HR-I at R ∼ 20000, for the reasons formerly described in section 2. In the moment of submitting this paper, we have more than 260 stars observed and reduced in both setups. GTC filler programs require relaxed observing conditions to be executed even when no other approved program in the other regular (higher-priority) bands fits. The MEGARA-GTC Library program fits perfectly as a filler since the star observations can be carried out under almost any conditions, in particular with any seeing, which gives the program high flexibility. On the one hand, the spectral resolution is preserved since the stop is at the fibre so the slit width remains constant and the resolving power on the detector will not change with seeing. On the other hand, flux can be recovered by adding IFU spaxels on sky (fibres at the detector) so that flux is always guaranteed regardless the seeing value. This is explained in Figure 4 , which shows the image of a real star observed with MEGARA LCB mode at the GTC during the commissioning. This image is taken directly from the QLA tool available at GTC. The left image shows the full LCB while the right image shows a zoom. The resulting observation is completely valid regardless the seeing conditions. Different circles indicate different seeing values aperture all in the filler range: 2 , 3 and 5 are shown as examples. The spaxel size is 0.62 on sky.
Stars can be observed in bright conditions (most of the pilot commissioning observations presented in this paper were carried out during the twilight). Therefore, this program can run up to 1 hour after astronomical twilight every night, especially when observing HR-I (very red setup). Finally, photometric conditions are not required. At least a standard star for flux calibration is taken every night even for a filler-type program according to GTC ob- serving policies, but even in absence of flux calibration the same day, we can use the sensitivity curve taken in another night to correct for the instrument response curve. Therefore, even in absence of a proper (same-night) flux calibration, the goals of determining the stellar parameters and measuring equivalent widths and indices can be completed for the whole stellar library with a high degree of reliability.
The program is not very demanding in terms of telescope operation. Most of the targets are bright and an accurate pointing in the centre of the LCB is not needed. We have included a large number of short-exposure time observations that can be executed between observing gaps of other programs, without idle, expensive, telescope time. This filler program can even be executed in absence of A&G operation or for high levels of sky brightness. Several strategies have been discussed with GTC staff and are applied to minimise overheads and to increase program efficiency. On the one hand, the large number of stars in the database makes the GTC staff's choice very easy and several targets can be selected in the same sky field, reachable with minimum telescope re-pointing. On the other hand, a common Observing Block, OB, with both HR-R and HR-I observations of each star is entering in the GTC Phase-2 tool, guaranteeing a stable database population of observations in both setups. The on-target time per spectral configuration has been estimated with the MEGARA Exposure Time Calculator (ETC) tool to have Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) between 20 and 300.
The observations are carried out in queue mode with the following strategy: (a) search in the GTC Phase-2 the most appropriate target according to visibility and priority, (b) configure MEGARA while slewing; (c) acquire the target with LCB-Image mode, and (d) carry out HR-R and then HR-I on the same target. For calibration purpose, we have requested halogen and wavelength calibration lamp images in DayTime and at least one standard star in NightTime, whenever possible. The data are reduced with the MEGARA Data Reduction Pipeline (MEGARA DRP) by applying the different recipes as described in subsection 3.4. Fully reduced and calibrated products are obtained soon after being received and frequent releases shall be delivered to the community, being the first one planned by the first semester of 2020. As the project progresses we update the targets in the GTC Phase 2 and manage the priority levels to populate all physical parameters regions of the stellar library. This strategy is possible thanks to the high flexibility of the GTC-Phase 2 queued-observations to accommodate changes within the allocated time. We have included in this paper a sub-sample of 20 OT stars observed in both HR-R and HR-I, as part of our program 35-GTC22/18B. The summary of the star data and observations are given in Table 6 . Figure 5 shows the spectra of five of these stars in HR-R, panel a), and HR-I, panel b). The stars are, from bottom to top, HD 220182, HD 147677, HD 206374, HD 221830 and HD 218059, corresponding to spectral types and luminosity classes of K1 V, K0 III, G8 V, F9 V and F8 V respectively.
Data Reduction
All observations were taken with their corresponding calibrations. Whenever the exposure time was longer than 30s, it was divided into 3 identical exposures to facilitate cosmic rays removal. Halogen and ThNe lamp calibrations were taken in DayTime for tracing, flat field, and wavelength calibration. Standard stars observations for flux calibration were taken during NightTime. Twilight images were taken for the commissioning observations only.
MEGARA DRP is a python-based software tool operating in command-line Pascual et al. 2018) . The DRP uses a file called control.yaml that includes all relevant information needed for MEGARA data reduction such as the data directories, the polynomial degree and number of spectral lines used for wavelength calibration and the site's extinction curve. Once MEGARA DRP is installed, the user has to do a local copy of the complete calibrations file tree. The MEGARA team has made available a complete set of calibration files ready-to-use for the 36 MEGARA configurations (defined as the combination of the observing mode -LCB or MOS -and the selected VPH setup -from a total of 18 gratings). These calibration files can be substituted by updated ones whenever available. The pipeline operates in a cascade mode so that each step requires processed data with the previous recipes. Each routine has its own input file in which the images to be processed are identified together with the specific parameters needed for that recipe. Once executed, each DRP routine produces a set of output images and quality control files allowing a full tracking of the reduction process.
The data reduction starts generating a Master Bias with the MegaraBiasImage routine and bias images. In further steps (except the Bias itself) all the calibration files have to be taken with the same instrument setup. The cosmic rays removal routine is automatically applied by default to eliminate the undesired cosmic rays registered on detector by the combination of several images of the same target whenever available.
The MegaraTraceMap recipe uses the halogen lamp images to find the position of the illuminated fibres on the detector, storing the information in a .json formatted file and producing a region .reg ds9 file (Joye & Mandel 2003) with the trace identification. This ds9 region can be overlapped on any images (wavelength calibration lamp, twilight, standard star and target star) to determine in each case the offset (if needed) between the reference traced fibres and the actual position. This information allows the matching between the fibres and the traces when extracting the fibre spectra. Although these offsets are predictable as a function of the temperature change, the recommendation is to check the offset position and apply that as a parameter when calling the subsequent pipeline recipes. The MegaraModelMap recipe, starting from the results of the MegaraTraceMap and taken the halogen images as input, produces an optimised extraction of the fibre spectra.
The MegaraArcCalibration recipe uses the lamp wavelength calibration images, their offset value and the output of the MegaraModelMap to produce a wavelength calibration whose parameters are stored in a new .json file. After wavelength calibration, the MegaraFiberFlatImage recipe is used to correct for the global variations in transmission between fibres while the MegaraTwi-lightFlatImage recipe corrects for the response introduced by the fibre flat (illumination correction).
Flux calibration is applied with the DRP by comparing the re- duced standard star spectrum and the corresponding reference template. The MegaraLcbAcquisition recipe delivers the position of the standard star on the LCB. This routine uses all the calibrations from the former steps to reduce the standard star images. Once the position of the standard star on the LCB is known, the MegaraLcbStd-Star routine produces the Master Sensitivity curve by comparing the 1D flux spectrum of the standard star (corrected from atmospheric extinction) with its tabulated flux-calibrated template. This sensitivity curve also corrects from the spectral instrument response (mostly dominated by VPH transmission and detector quantum efficiency), so that this step is needed even when non-photometric conditions prevents a reliable flux calibration.
Once all the calibrations files are obtained and properly placed on the calibration tree, the scientific observations (MEGARA-GTC library stars) are processed with the recipe MegaraLcbImage or MegaraMosImage, producing the Row-Stacked-Spectra (RSS) file with the individual flux-calibrated spectra for all fibres (corrected from extinction and flux/spectral response). For the individual stars and the LCB mode, we have used the automatic sky subtraction done by MEGARA DRP resulted from the median of the signal of all the 8 sky-minibundles. In the MOS M15 images, we have used the optimised sky subtraction procedure offered by the QLA, which allows the selection of a customised combination of individual spaxels for sky subtraction. In this case, we took a total of 9 sky-spaxels (4 in positioner 26 and 5 in positioner 36).
One of the critical steps before starting the model fitting is the normalisation of the observed star spectrum, which needs a reliable continuum fitting that takes into account the proper spectral windows and avoids confusion with the high number of spectral lines due to the high resolution. For that purpose, we have made use of the fitting technique by Cardiel (2009), who described a generalised least-squares method that provides boundary functions for arbitrary data sets. In particular, this technique can be employed to determine the upper boundary of a particular spectrum. The method is based on the asymmetric treatment of the data on both sides of the boundary. When applied to a particular spectrum, the upper boundary becomes an excellent fit to the expected continuum. This is especially so when using adaptive splines as the mathematical function for the boundary. The flexibility has been improved a step further by splitting the fitted wavelength range of each spectrum into smaller intervals and by smoothly merging the independent adaptive splines to obtain a single continuum fit for the whole spectral range. Before the fitting process, a median filter of a few tens of pixels has been applied to each spectrum to minimize the bias that the data random noise may introduce in this kind of asymmetric fit. Although the fitting process, carried out using the public software boundfit 2 , has been completely automatized, all the resulting fits were visually inspected.
SPECTRA ANALYSIS

Estimates of the stellar physical parameters
This section describes the technique we use to estimate the physical stellar parameters, effective temperature, T eff , surface gravity, log g, and metallicity, [M/H], of the stars in our sample. We apply a χ 2 technique to compare the observed spectra with each of the modelled spectra from a theoretical grid. This method has been proven to be successful in the physical stellar parameters determination, e.g. ULyss code by Koleva et al. (2009) , MAχ by Jofré et al. (2010) and SP ACE by Boeche & Grebel (2016) . The colour scale indicates the probability P obtained from the reduced χ 2 red = χ 2 −χ 2 min , whose value gives the closeness to the χ 2 min model. The selected models with P ≥ 0.99 are represented with grey dots over-plotted to the blue region, and the magenta large dot is the model of χ 2 min (P = 1). Over each diagram we have also plot the averaged value, with its dispersion, with a large black cross and an ellipse. The green triangle in the bottom panel indicates the values given by the literature.
We use the models by Munari et al. (2005) , hereinafter MUN05, for the spectra comparison. MUN05 presents a complete library of synthetic spectra based on Kurucz's covering the 250 -10500 Å range at different values of the spectral resolution, from which we have selected the ones at R=20000. This theoretical stellar library has 71754 wavelength values, having selected for the fitting the ranges corresponding to the MEGARA gratings HR-R, 6420 -6800 Å, and HR-I, 8400 -8850 Å. The effective temperature, T eff , ranges between 3500 and 47500 K, with a 250 K step for models between 3500 and 10000 K, having less resolution for temperature hotter than 10000 K, leading to a total of 58 models with different values of T eff . The gravity ranges from 0.0 to 5.0 dex, with 0.5 dex step, giving 11 models with different values of log g for any value of T eff , except for the hottest models that have a smaller number of models with different log g. Finally, the abundance varies from [M/H] = -2.5 to +0.5 dex, with +0.5 dex, step, giving a total of 7 abundance values. The total number of models is 2665, with an average number of ∼ 380 different models for each metallicity.
The χ 2 technique uses the flux-normalised spectra of both, observations and models, and computes the differences at any given wavelength on a certain range with the well-known equation:
where F mod and F obs are the model and the observed normalised fluxes respectively, nl is the number of available wavelengths and σ is the flux error, which we have calculated with the continuum SNR averaged over the whole spectral range. We have obtained the modelled spectra with the same spectral sampling than the observed ones by polynomial interpolation, and then we have computed the χ 2 (Eq. 1) by comparing the observed spectrum with each single modelled spectra in the theoretical grid. Then, we have assigned to each observed star the physical stellar parameters corresponding to the model that gives the minimum χ 2 , and we have labelled these values T eff , log g and [M/H]. As an example of these fitting results, Figure 6 shows the detailed spectra of the χ 2 min model in three consecutive spectral ranges within the HR-I setup for a cool star (left panel) and a hot star (right panel) of the COM sub-sample.
When the χ 2 technique is used, a likelihood or confidence level, P for a χ 2 distribution is obtained, given by:
The minimum χ 2 technique described above gives the most likely model, obtaining the most probable stellar parameters. However, when analysing the table with the χ 2 values obtained from the fitting of each single model of the theoretical grid to a given observed star, we usually find several models with similar likelihood, which, therefore, still provide a good fit to the observational data. We have performed an analysis of the χ 2 results of all models of each observed spectrum, to find those with likelihood similar to the corresponding one for χ 2 min . We, thus, derive the likelihood contours around the best-fit model that define the parameter region offering results within a given confidence level, L sel . To select models within a region R ν,α (Avni 1976) :
it is necessary to define, ν, which is the number of free parameters (3 in our case), and α, the significance level. We have considered all the models with α = 0.01, implying differences as: Every model within this contoured region has a likelihood L sel similar to the maximum L max = 1 (corresponding to the best model with χ 2 = χ 2 min ), within 1 per cent error, L sel ≥ L max −0.01; meaning that the probability of choosing the best model will be better than 99 per cent when selecting the results within this region R ν,α . The number of models, N, fulfilling Eq. 4 is different, obviously, from star to star, as can be seen in the tables presented with the fitting results (Tables 7, 8 and 9 for the COM, M15 and OT stars, respectively), since this depends on the characteristics of each spectrum.
We may apply this method to each observed spectrum either in the HR-R or in the HR-I setups. In fact, we have performed the calculations in each one separately and, then combining both spectra for each star in only one fit. Figure 7 shows, as an example, the results for the OT star BD+08 3095 observed in both HR-R and HR-I setups. This figure plots the resulting models in the T eff -log g plane for all metallicities (although we have also tabulated our results separately for each value of [M/H]). The colours represent the probability scale, as labelled at right in the plot. Top and medium panels show the results when fitting the models to the HR-R and HR-I observed spectrum, respectively. The effective temperature obtained when using χ 2 min are similar T eff = 6000 K (from the fit to HR-R spectrum) and 6500 K (HR-I), and a similar abundance ([M/H] = −1.0 and −0.5) is set for each setup. However, the value of log g obtained from the fit to the observed spectra is very different in HR-R (log g = 1.5) and HR-I (log g = 5.0). We have then run our fit taking both spectra and doing a single fit to the combined HR-R and HR-I spectrum. The χ 2 min fitting gives in this case values of T eff = 6250 K, log g = 4.5 and [M/H] = −0.5, closer to Table 7 . Stellar parameters for the 21 commissioning star derived from the fitting with the theoretical models for the HR-I setup, and from the literature. Fig. 7 .
We have also carried out a second analysis by choosing those models with P > 0.99, within a small region of the parameter space. In the case of BD+08 3095 we have obtained 36, 78 and 42 compliant models when using HR-R spectrum only, HR-I spectrum only, or the combination of both set-ups in a single spectrum, respectively. These models are over-plotted with small grey dots over the blue region where best models are located, and a large black cross indicates the averaged stellar parameters with their dispersion given by an ellipse, obtained with those models in the top, middle and bottom panels, respectively.
For the top panel (fitting to HR-R spectrum), these averaged values are T eff = 5972 ± 285 K and log g = 1.8 ± 1.1 dex. For the middle panel (fitting to HR-I spectrum), the averaged results are T eff = 5356 ± 663 K and log g = 4.0 ± 0.9 dex. The relative error for log g is very high (61 and 23 per cent) compared with the one found for T eff (5 and 12 per cent). This can be attributed to the larger step size in log g in the MUN05 models, given a much smaller number of models with different log g than the ones with eligible values of T eff . However, the result shown in the bottom panel for the fitting to the combined spectrum of both HR-R and HR-I spectral ranges gives T eff = 5917 ± 356 K, log g =3.6 ± 1.2 and [M/H] = −0.88 ± 0.33, closer, as before, to those found by other authors and reported in the literature (green point in the bottom panel). Anyhow, differences can still be attributed mostly to the model-error dominated by the large step size in all physical parameters in the MUN05 grid.
The results are presented as histograms for T eff , log g and [M/H] in Figure 8 , which shows the values resulted from the fit of the models to the observed spectrum of BD+08 3095 in HR-R (left column), HR-I (middle column) and the combined spectrum with the two spectral windows HR-R and HR-I (right column) for an easy comparison. We have plotted a Gaussian function, blue dashed line, showing the averaged and the dispersion values obtained for each stellar parameter. The results obtained with the χ 2 min model are shown with a green arrow. To complete the figure, we have over-plotted with a cyan short-dashed arrow the stellar parameters obtained from the SP ACE model (see section 4.3) that best fits each observed spectrum. The values from the literature, usually obtained from a spectrum with a wider wavelength range and much lower spectral resolution, are represented as a magenta dot-dashed arrow. Figure 8 illustrates the discrepancies found in the derived stellar parameter when using different methods, and the sensitivity to spectral resolution, mathematical algorithms -fitting and parameter's selection -and model set (among other effects). The difficulty of the stellar parameter (mainly gravity) determination is higher in the HR-I setup, for which we cannot find SP ACE's solutions for many of the stars in our sample. We will come back to this discussion in sections section 4.2 and 4.3, after estimating the stellar parameters of the 97 stars from three different samples presented in this work.
We emphasise the importance of the spectral range involved in the fitting. In the case of individual fits to HR-R and HR-I spectrum, the resulted average parameters are not very different in both setups, for T eff and a [M/H], within the error bars. However, this is not the case of log g, for which an important discrepancy is obtained. This can be explained due to the very different information in the spectral lines existing in the two (and short) spectral ranges. The effect is magnified due to the high spectral resolution. To try to get advantage from the whole information in our observed spectra, we repeated the model fitting to allow the code to use the spectral information in the two spectral ranges HR-R and HR-I simultaneously. The average parameters are then found to be in better agreement with the ones from the literature. This conclusion reinforce the decision on making the spectral library by observing always all stars in both High-Resolution MEGARA setups. 
Stellar parameters for the commissioning stars
We have applied the technique described in the previous section to our 21 COM stars, in order to assign the stellar parameters T eff , log g and [M/H] with the χ 2 min model fitted to the observed spectrum. We have also obtained the mean values < T eff >, < log g > and < [M/H] >, as the average of the parameters of N models with χ 2 similar to χ 2 min , within the allowed probability value. Table 7 summarises the results for the 21 commissioning stars, sorted by spectral type, from the hottest (top) to the coolest (bottom). Column 1 displays the star name; column 2 shows the χ 2 min obtained from the fitting process of the observed normalised spectrum to the MUN05 theoretical catalogue; column 3 displays the associated maximum probability, P max associated to the χ 2 min . Columns 4, 5 and 6 show the derived stellar parameters, T eff , log g, and [M/H], from the MUN05 model corresponding to χ 2 min model. Column 7 gives the number of models, N, in the likelihood region R ν,α . Columns 8, 9 and 10 have the average stellar parameters: T eff , log g and [M/H] respectively, obtained as the averaged values of the set of N models, with their corresponding errors. Finally, columns 11, 12 and 13 give the stellar parameters, T eff,lit , log g lit and [M/H] lit , from the literature whenever available, given the reference code in column 14. The stellar parame-ters come from Holgado et al (2019, priv. comm) for HD 218915 and HD 192281; GOSSS catalogue (Sota et al. 2014) for the spectral type of Schulte 9, whose T eff has been obtained from Blomme et al. (2013) and logg from the calibration for O stars (Martins, Schaerer & Hillier 2005) ; MILES stellar parameters (Cenarro et al. 2001b ) for HD 220575, HD 224458 and HD 220954; XSL, XSHOOTER Spectral Library (Chen et al. 2014) for HD 019445, HD 174350 and HD 216219; ELODIE (Prugniel & Soubiran 2004) for BD+17 4708 and HD 026630 and INDO-US, (Valdes et al. 2004) for HD 020123, HD 025975 and HD 027971. Values for BD+40 4032 come from Cameron (2003) . Stars from MILES were re-calibrated by Prugniel, Vauglin & Koleva (2011) and the new values appear in an additional row. Table 7 shows that the < T eff > values obtained are in agreement with those from the literaturewe will revisit this point in section 4.2 -except in three cases (HD 218915, HD 220575 and HD 174350) . The metallicity when available is in general in agreement but there are important discrepancies in the [M/H] obtained from both setups. The T eff difference found in the hottest stars between our estimates and the values from the literature might come, on the one hand, due to the lack of Hei and Heii lines in the HR-I spectral range and, on the other hand, due to the less dense grid in the MUN05 models for the larger val- ues of T eff . In the particular case of Schulte 9, we also know that this star is a SB2-type binary (Nazé et al. 2012; Lorenzo-Gutiérrez et al. 2019) . Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the observed spectra (in red) from the commissioning pilot program for hot and cool stars, respectively. The name of each star and its spectral type are given in each panel. The χ 2 min fitted model is displayed as green continuumline. The averaged spectrum is obtained from the MUN05 set, by selecting those models with the closest values to the averaged stellar parameters according to the likelihood criterion of L ≥ L max − 0.01. For example, if we obtain T eff = 4300 K, log g = 2.6 dex and [M/H] = -0.3 dex, we take the spectra corresponding to T eff = 4000 K and 4500 K, log g = 2.5 and 3.0 dex and [M/H] = -0.5 and 0.0 dex. With these 8 models, and interpolating between each two among them, we obtain the spectrum corresponding to the averaged stellar parameters plotted as the blue dashedline. This method is the same used in next sections for the M15 and OT stars. Both models are almost indistinguishable among them. The bottom panel shows the residuals (the difference between the observed and theoretical spectra). Each panel also displays the stellar parameters derived from the literature (black, whenever available), the χ 2 model (blue) and the model with χ 2 min (green). 
Stellar parameters for the M15 stars
We have repeated the process described in the previous section for deriving the stellar parameters of the 56 stars obtained with MEGARA MOS within the central 12 arcsec region of the M15 cluster. We have not found in the literature any identification of these stars either their stellar parameters, except for the global metallicity of the cluster, which is estimated between [Fe/H] ∼ Taking into account this M15 metallicity commonly agreed in the literature, we have restricted the possible MUN05 models to the three sets with the lowest value of [M/H] (-2.5, -2.0 and -1.0).
We have done the fit of the models to the observed spectra in each of the two different setups, HR-R and HR-I, obtaining two sets of physical stellar parameters. Also, as described in section 4.1 and also done for OT stars (subsection 4.1.3), we have repeated the fit to a combined spectrum containing the two spectral ranges (HR-R and HR-I). Table 8 summarises the results (this table is given in electronic format but we show here some rows as an example). Column 1 displays the star number; column 2 the χ 2 min obtained from the fitting process of the observed normalised spectrum to the MUN05 theoretical catalogue; column 3 displays the associated maximum probability, P max . Columns 4, 5 and 6 show the derived stellar parameters, T eff , log g, and [M/H], from the MUN05 model correspon- ding to that χ 2 min . Column 7 gives the number of models, N, in the likelihood region R ν,α . Columns 8, 9 and 10 give the mean stellar parameters: T eff , log g and [M/H] , with their corresponding errors, obtained as the averaged values from the set of N models. The first 5 rows correspond to our results for HR-R; next 5 rows give the results of the fitting to the HR-I spectra. Finally, the last 5 rows show the parameters when fitting the models to the combination of HR-R and HR-I observations into a single spectrum. In this case, as said before, there are not stellar parameters from the literature to compare with, except the average cluster abundance, found to be around [M/H] ∼ -2 dex. We will analyse these results in section 4.2. Figure 11 shows the observed spectra of six selected M15 stars (labelled as 24, 29, 46, 50 and 56) . The first row of this figure shows the panels with HR-R spectra and their fitted models of the stars 11, 24 and 29, while the second row displays the corresponding HR-I spectra of stars whose HR-R spectrum are shown just above. The sequence is repeated with rows 3 (HR-R) and 4 (HR-I) for stars 46, 50 and 56. We have over-plotted the χ 2 min model (displaying in green both the line fitting and the derived stellar parameters), and the average model (in blue). The fits represented in these figures are those to the combined spectra of HR-R and HR-I, with the two spectral windows in a single spectrum. The observed and fitted models for the 56 stars are given in Figure A 1 of Appendix A, in the online version. Figure 12 displays the histograms of the stellar metallicity distribution for all the 56 stars in our sample of M15 resulting from the fit of the models to HR-R (blue line) and HR-I (red line). We have over-plotted a Gaussian fit to the data of each setup, obtaining mean abundance values of [M/H] = −1.72 ± 0.19 dex, and [M/H] = −1.84 ± 0.17 dex, for HR-R and HR-I respectively. We have also fitted the model to the combined spectrum of HR-R and HR-I for each star obtaining [M/H] = −1.66 ± 0.16 dex. The resulted abundance we derive for the 56 stars in the centre of the cluster is slightly higher than the average value for the whole cluster ([M/H] = −2.15,dex), claimed in previous published papers (Sobeck et al. 2011) .
The purpose of including the M15 stars commissioning has been primarily to increase the number of stars in the sample analysed in this piece of work. However, a complete analysis of M15 with these observations, and all the setups throughout the complete optical spectra range, is being carried out by the MEGARA commissioning team.
Stellar parameters for the 20 OT stars
We have also applied our fitting method to the HR-R and HR-I spectra of the 20 OT stars in our MEGARA-GTC library sample. In this case, each star may have different stellar parameters (not as for M15 stars, whose members are expected to share a common metallicity and age, implying close values of their physical parameters). As in the case of the COM stars, and as it will be the case in all the stars of the MEGARA-GTC library, the stars from the OT sub-sample have reported estimates of the stellar parameters usually obtained from spectra with a wider spectral range and lower spectral resolution than MEGARA spectra. The observations in HR-R and HR-I, with much higher spectral resolution can substantially change the results of the previous estimates. Table 9 summarises our results for these stars. In the upper panel, star name is given in column 1. Columns 2 to 10 contain the results for the fitting to HR-R spectra while columns 11 to 19 have the corresponding values when using the HR-I observed spectra. The value of χ 2 min in column 2 and 11, the corresponding maximum probability P in column 3 and 12, the stellar parameters which correspond to the χ 2 min model in columns 4, 5 and 6 (13, 14 and 15 for HR-I). Then, we have in column 7 the number of models N with similar χ 2 as χ 2 min , and the averaged values of stellar parameters obtained with these N models in columns 8, 9 and 10, with their corresponding errors; and the equivalent parameters for HR-I fittings in columns 16, 17, 18 and 19. The stellar parameters from the literature are given in Table 6 . The lower panel shows the values when fitting the models to the combined spectrum with the information of both, HR-R and HR-I set-ups, since these spectra are two windows of a single spectrum. Again, star name is given in column 1; columns 2 to 10 contain the results for the fitting to the combined spectra, corresponding to the parameters as labelled in the table; columns 11 to 13 repeat the physical parameters from the literature obtained with spectra of resolving Power, R, shown in column 14. Figure 13 shows the fitting to the HR-R (upper panel) and to the HR-I (lower panel) observed spectra of three stars from the OT sub-sample. The fits represented in these figures are those to the combined spectra of HR-R and HR-I, with the two spectral windows in a single spectrum. We have repeated the analysis for the whole OT star sub-sample and the fittings are shown in Figure B 1 of Appendix B, in the online version..
Analysis of the stellar parameter estimates
We have found physical parameters in the literature for some of the stars in our COM and OT sub-samples. These parameters have been derived from spectra with lower resolution and wider wavelength range than our observations taken with MEGARA and HR-R/HR-I setups. We have, however, used these data to check the correlation between the stellar parameters derived from the literature and our estimates from the model fittings. The comparison presented in this section is between the previous published values and the ones we obtain when fitting the models to the HR-I spectrum only (in the case of the COM sub-sample) and to the combined spectrum with HR-R and HR-I, in the OT sub-sample. The wider the spectral range available for the fitting, the more reliable values of the physical parameters, as discussed in sub-sectionstar-par. Figure 14 shows the comparison between the stellar parameters found in this work after fitting the observed spectra (y-axis) with those obtained by previous works (x-axis). Open symbols represent the parameters of the χ 2 min model and the full ones the averaged parameters from the models whose χ 2 fulfils Eq. 4. We plot the results for the COM stars as blue triangles, and the OT stars as green dots. For COM stars we have parameters from the fitting to HR-I spectra only, while in the case of OT stars sub-sample, we have plotted the fit to the combined HR-R and HR-I spectra, that is using the complete spectral information (see values in Table 7 and Table 9 ).
Panel a) of Figure 14 shows our estimates of T eff versus the ones from the literature. When all points are used together, we obtained the minimum squares straight line shown by the black solid line. This fit follows closely the 1:1 line within the error bars. The embedded small figure shows the same plot including the hottest stars which reach 40000 K, where there are only a certain number of COM stars. The blue line is is the fit obtained only for these COM stars. The correlation between the averaged values of log g and the ones from the literature (panel b) is in general quite good for the stellar parameters derived from the fitting to the observed spectra, with which we compute the black line fit. Finally, panel c) shows that the metallicity derived from the models also follows a clear trend, showing values similar to the ones from the literature ([M/H] Lit ), within the errors. It is necessary to remind that the theoretical catalogue (MUN05 in our case) provides a discrete sampling of T eff , log g and [M/H], which introduces an important source of uncertainty.
For example, T eff reaches a maximum value of 47500 K. In summary, the stellar parameters obtained from our fitting are in good agreement with the ones from the literature, and near the 1:1 line slope, better for the OT stars, in which the models have been fitted to a spectral range (combination of HR-R and HR-I) wider than the COM stars. We will extend this analysis with a statistically significant sample of the MEGARA-GTC Library stars in Paper II.
Comparison with SP ACE model
There are in the literature a certain number of methods (Heiter et al. 2015; Texeira et al. 2017; Jofré, Heiter and Soubiran 2018) to derive stellar physical parameters for different combinations of spectral range and resolution. Also there are public codes, e.g. FERRE by Allende-Prieto et al. (2015) and SP ACE, Stellar Parameters And Chemical Abundances Estimator, by Boeche & Grebel (2016) , with which it is possible to compute the best fit among a set of models (complete spectra or equivalent widths line catalogues) that reproduces the observed data and, simultaneously, yields stellar parameters with good precision. In this subsection we compare our derived stellar parameters with those obtained with the SP ACE whenever this code gives a solution.
We have compared our stellar parameters results with the estimates obtained with the SP ACE code (Boeche & Grebel 2016) . This model is available on-line (http://dc.g-vo.org/SP_ACE), offering a friendly Graphical User Interface, GUI, in which the input spectrum is introduced as a two-columns table text file. The model is based on the generation of an Equivalent Widths (EW) library of 4363 absorption lines created as a function of the stellar parameters and abundances, and find the best-fitting applying a χ 2 min technique. This code computes the estimated spectral parameters for spectra in the ranges 5212 -6860 Å and 8400 -8924 Å resolving power 2000-20000 and is highly optimised for the fitting of the FGK-type stars, which implies stars cooler than T eff ≤ 7000 K.
We have used this code to compute the stellar spectra for all stars from the OT sub-sample. The code SP ACE fails when trying to fit some spectra. We have obtained the parameters obtained from SP ACE using the combined spectrum of HR-R and HR-I for the OT stars sub-sample, finding a solution for 13 of them. Figure 15 shows the comparison of the averaged values obtained in this work (y-axis, and plotted as red circles) against the SP ACE model results (x-axis) of: a) < T eff >, b) < log g >, and c) < [M/H] >, respectively. The stellar parameters existing in the literature are plotted as black squares. We find in general a good correlation. However, as explained throughout this paper, this sample is not statistically significant to derive conclusions, and does not cover the complete stellar parameter space.
As an example to study the fitting, stellar parameter determination and the results comparison, we have done a carefully study for the star BD+08 3095 (OT sub-sample), classified as GO V in Figure 13 . The best MUN05 model fit is over plotted to each observed spectrum for three selected OT stars. The top panel of each star shows the observed spectrum (red solid line), the averaged fitted model (blue long-dashed line) and the minimum χ 2 model (green short-dashed line). The corresponding bottom panel shows the residuals as Flux obs -Flux mod (blue and green lines as the corresponding fitted models). Three spectra in HR-R are shown in the top row while the ones in HR-I are just below. The spectra and their fitting results for the rest of the OT stars are available online (Figure B 1, Appendix B, online version) . the literature, so within the range of optimisation of the SP ACE code. We have not considered the correction from the star velocity profile. Figure 16 shows the detail of the observed spectrum in HR-R (panel a) and HR-I (panel b), respectively, around two strong absorption lines: H α in HR-R and the strongest line of the Caii triplet in HR-I. These top panels represent the best fits done separately for each setup. In both panels the MEGARA observed spectra are plotted as a red line. The best MUN05 models obtained when fitting to the spectrum of each individual set-up, HR-R in (a) and HR-I in (b), are in green long-dashed line when applying our χ 2 min methodand in blue short-dashed line for our average model. The SP ACE fits obtained for our spectra are shown as a dashed orange line. The MUN05 model corresponding to the stellar parameters resulting from the SP ACE model is displayed as a dotted-black line.
We see in panel a) that both MUN05 models fitted with our method are quite deep and the fitting to the peak of the observed spectrum is good enough. Both models have a lower level of continuum out of the H α spectral window fitting well this level. The SP ACE model model is, however, deeper and wider than the observations. The MUN05 model corresponding to the estimates of the SP ACE is, in turn, less deep than the observed data. This outlines the fact that the MUN05 models corresponding to the stellar parameters derived from the SP ACE code and ours are different, what comes from the different fitting methods (SP ACE is based on the EW fitting while our method fits the entire continuum spectrum).
The problem to interpret this plot comes of the difficulty of fitting simultaneously the deep and the width of the H α line: if we use the SP ACE stellar parameters and compare the corresponding spectra of MUN model, the H α profile is not well reproduced (at least in this example). Taking into account that the increase of the gravity reduces the deep of the line, it results difficult to understand how to create such deep profile with a large value as log g ∼ 4.
In this example, our resulted spectrum, either because our method or the models we have used, produces a better fit to the spectral lines, although the SP ACE estimated stellar parameters have a good agreement with those previously obtained in the literature.
Something similar occurs in panel b) with the Caii line. In this case the SP ACE model is deeper as the observed profile, as in panel a), but it is also narrower. For this setup, however, all the stellar parameters are in good agreement among them.
In the bottom ones, we represent the same fits best obtained using both HR-R and HR-I spectra in one only fit. In that case the stellar parameters are the same in both windows, panels c) and d). In panel c) we see that our fits (green or blue lines) are not deep enough compared with the observed spectrum, while the SP ACE model is deeper than necessary. Moreover, the wings of the Hα absorption feature are better fitted with our method, while the SP ACE one has too wide line. For what refers to panel d) the whole spectrum is well fit for all cases, except the depth of the three CaT absorption lines which are so strong in the the SP ACE model.
Probable causes for the discrepancies found can be the different theoretical model set used in each case and the limitations of the models themselves. SP ACE EW library can model many weak lines while MUN05 models are not as good for this purpose. In return, SP ACE models are mostly limited by the adoption of LTE 1D atmosphere models, but also by the microturbulence treatment and other minor effects discussed in detail (Boeche & Grebel 2016) . The high spectral resolution of MEGARA setups HR-R and HR-I, allows to obtain the information from the detailed absorption line structure, which might be very important to study non-LTE effects and its impact in the kinematics of low-velocity dispersion composed stellar populations, for whose understanding is crucial to have reliable models at this high resolution.
We will derive parameters for all the stars of the first release of the MEGARA-GTC library, expected in 2020, and that will contain between 200 and 300 stars (Carrasco et al. 2020) . Table 9 . Stellar parameters for the 20 OT stars derived from the fitting with the theoretical models and from the literature for the HR-R setup. The purpose of the stellar parameters determination in this piece of work was not a precise and absolute determination of these values, but the developing of a fitting code that allows the classification of the MEGARA-GTC library stars and cluster members with a uniform criterion and based on the same MEGARA high resolution data (HR-R and HR-I). The final goal is to find a reliable technique to be able to assign stellar parameters in an homogeneous way to all the observed stars of the MEGARA-GTC library, and then use these values to assign the right star to each point of the synthetic Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams when computing the isochrones in the next generation of high resolution PopStar models.
HR-R spectra
We have identified the main absorption lines detected in the HR-R spectra of the observed stars. We have labelled the strongest lines in Figure 17 , left and right panels, for the stars HD 144206 (B0 III) and HD 147677 (K0 III) respectively, both belonging to the OT sub-sample. The HR-R hottest stars spectra are dominated by the helium (Hei 6678.15Å and 6867.48Å; Heii 6560.10Å) and hydrogen H α 6562. 76Å (6562.71, 6562.72, 6562.85Å) . For spectral types later than A, the range starts to be populated with metal lines from Fei (6430.85 6469.19, 6475.62, 6481.87, 6495.74, 6496.47, 6498.94, 6518.37, 6533.93, 6546.24, 6574.23, 6581.21, 6591.31, 6592.91, 6593.87, 6597.54, 6608.02, 6609.11, 6627.54, 6633.41, 6633.75, 6703.57, 6710.32, 6713.74, 6716.24, 6725.36, 6750.15 and 6752.71Å); Cai (6439.08, 6449.81, 6455.60, 6471.66, 6493.78, 6499.65, 6508.85, 6572.78, 6717 .68 and 6798.48Å); Ali (6696.02 and 6698.67Å); Sii (6721.85 and 6741.63Å); Tii (6497.68, 6554.22, 6599.10 and 6743.12Å) ; Coi (6454.99 and 6771.03Å); Nii (6482.80, 6586.31, 6598.60, 6635.12, 6643.63, 6767.77 and 6772.31Å) ; Vi (6504.16Å); Cri (6537.92, 6630.01, 6537.92 and 6630.01Å); Thi (6457.28, 6462.61, 6531.34 and 6989.65Å) , and single ionised lines like Feii (6516.08, 6432.68 and 6456.38Å); Tiii (6491.57Å), Scii (6604.60Å), Mgii (6545.97Å).
HR-I spectra
We have also identified the main spectral lines in the HR-I setup that appear in the observed stars. Figure 18 , left and right panels, show the spectrum of a hot and a cool star respectively from the COM sub-sample.
The observed COM hot stars shown in Figure 2 (a) shows hydrogen (Paschen) and helium lines in the spectral-type sequence from O4 to A0. The Paschen series H I lines (Pa19 8413.33, Pa18 8437.96, Pa17 8467.27, Pa16 8502.50, Pa15 8545.39, (3po-3d at 8444.44, 8444.46, 8444.65Å); 8481Å (3p0-3s at 8480.67, 8480.68, 8480 .88Å), 8518Å (1S-1p0 at 8518.04Å), 8531Å (1d-1p0 at 8530.93Å), 8532Å (3d-3p0 at 8532.10, 8532.11, 8532.13Å), 8583Å (3p0-3d at 8582.51, 8582.52Å), 8633Å (3p0- 3s at 8632. 71, 8632.73, 8632.93Å), 8777Å (3p0-3d at 8776.65, 8776.67, 8776.88Å) and 8849Å (3p0-3s at 8849.16, 8849.37Å) .
The observed cool stars from the commissioning single-star sub-sample shown in Figure 2 (b) shows the Caii and Mgi strong lines and a large number of Fei, Thi, Tii and Nai lines. The spectral type sequence ranges from F8 to K4. The Calcium triplet lines (Caii 2d-2p0 at 8498.03, 8542.09, 8662.14Å) are the most prominent ones of the spectra in all cool stars; followed in intensity by Mgi 1p0-1d 8806.76. Fei lines are easily identified in the spectra at 8468.41, 8514.07, 8611.80, 8661.90, 8674.75, 8688.62, 8757.19, 8763.97, 8793.34, 8824.22 and 8838.43Å . The strongest Thi lines can be detected at 8416.73, 8421.22, 8446.51, 8478.36, 8748.03 and 8758.24Å. Tii detected lines are at 8412.36, 8426.50, 8434.96, 8435.65 and 8675.37Å . Finally, Nai lines are at 8649.93, 8650.90 and 8793.08Å.
We have measured the indices of Caii (Ca1, Ca2, Ca3), centred on the lines 8498. 03, 8542.09 and 8662.14Å respectively, and Pa (Pa1, Pa2, Pa3) , centred on the series lines P17, P14 and P12, as defined by Cenarro et al. (2001a) , using the same line and continuum windows in the MEGARA spectra. From these measurements, we have derived the composed index CaT = Ca1 + Ca2 + Ca3. We have measured this index on the 97 stars using their spectra normalised to the continuum.
For the CaT lines we have re-defined the windows of both continuum and lines to decontaminate the indices from the contribution of other metallic lines that become only apparent at the high spectral resolution of MEGARA HR-I. The new proposed continuum windows for iiCaii lines are (wavelength in Å), for Ca1 and Ca2 lines, 8450.0 -8460.0 (blue) and 8565.5 -8575.0 (red), while for Ca3 we use 8619.5 -8642.5 (blue) and 8700.5 -8710.0 (red). The feature windows are 8482.0 -8512.0 (Ca1), 8531.0 -8554.0 (Ca2) and 8650.0 -8673.0 (Ca3). Table 10 summarises the measurement of Caii lines equivalent widths (in Å) using Cenarro et al. (2001a) windows and the new windows defined in this paper, for the 21 COM stars and the 20 OT stars. This table also includes the Mgi and sTiO indices as defined in Cenarro et al. (2009) , for which we have kept the same spectral windows. Table 11 has the same information as Table 10 but for the M15 stars sub-sample.
The columns in Table 10 and Table 11 are as follows: first column identifies the star; column 2 gives the continuum SNR averaged over the whole spectrum as defined by Stoehr et al. (2008) , columns 3 to 5 are the three Caii lines equivalent widths as defined by Cenarro et al. (2001a) in Å; column 6 is the Mgi equivalent width (Å); columns 7 to 9 are the Pa lines equivalent width, columns 10 to 12 are the three Caii lines equivalent widths, in Å with the windows re-defined in this work. The last column is the sTiO color, as defined by Cenarro et al. (2009) . All the values include the random errors due to continuum and are related to the spectra SNR. These errors are below 3 per cent in all cases (S/N ≥ 100).
The results of all measurements and the conclusions will be included in Paper II with a statistically significant sample and stars within a wide range of physical stellar parameters. 
MEGARA-GTC LIBRARY DATABASE
The goals of the MEGARA-GTC stellar library are to compile input spectra for PopStar models and to produce a useful, public and accessible database of fully reduced and calibrated star spectra for other MEGARA users. Handling several thousands of stellar data and their GTC observations in different setups, which have to be prepared for execution, and be reduced and analysed, requires a specific software tool. We have developed a database in MySQL with all library data and a web-based tool that allows the management of stellar parameters and observed spectra. There are several permission levels allowing different actions on the database, from manipulating and updating both the library and the observations, to just making queries and retrieving reduced spectra.
The database also supports the MEGARA-GTC library team for preparing and uploading the OBs to the GTC-Phase 2 tool. To prepare a new OB set, we search unobserved stars in the MEGARA-GTC library filtered by a certain magnitude range in Table 10 . Caii, Mgi, Pa lines equivalent widths, in Å, as defined by Cenarro et al. (2001a) and sTiO colour defined by Cenarro et al. (2009) for the sub-sample of 21 COM stars observed in HR-I and the 20 stars of the OT sub-sample. both R and I bands and/or by spectral type, considering that all stars within that group and for a given setup will have a similar SNR when choosing the appropriate exposure time in each setup. The tool has the capability of exporting a file suited to the GTC-Phase 2 format. Due to the GTC Phase-2 flexibility for changing, adding or removing OBs, we use the database functionality to make decisions on the queued observations, tuning the priorities to guarantee a good coverage of the stellar parameters. Figure 20 shows some views of the GUI. The Source form functionality allows the authorised users to upload, change and delete library stars and/or their properties; while the Observation menu includes the functions of listing, searching, modifying, deleting, uploading and retrieving fully reduced library spectra obtained with MEGARA at the GTC. The tool also includes a Statistics menu with information on the observations distribution as a function of the physical stellar parameters and MEGARA setups, and a Download Menu for getting the released observations. A complete description of the tool will come in Paper II. The MEGARA-GTC stellar library database and the web-based tools reside on https: //www.fractal-es.com/megaragtc-stellarlibrary/.
CONCLUSIONS
MEGARA, a GTC 10m-telescope facility instrument, is a fibrefed spectrograph with medium-high spectral resolution (R = 6000, 12000, 20000), covering the range 3650 -9750 Å. The instrument was successfully commissioned at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos (La Palma, Spain) in the summer of 2017 and is in operation since July 2018. In this paper, we have introduced the MEGARA-GTC spectral library, an empirical star catalogue whose spectra shall be used as the seed of the new generation of PopStar models for interpretation of the contribution of the stellar populations in a wide range of MEGARA observations with the same instrument configuration. The maximum priority has been given to the HR-R and HR-I setups, centred, in rest-frame, at H α and the brightest line of Caii triplet, respectively.
We have presented a first sample of 97 stars, 21 of them observed in the HR-I setup during the MEGARA commissioning as a pilot program to demonstrate the feasibility of the MEGARA-GTC Library project, 56 stars at both HR-R and HR-I of the centre of M15 cluster and 20 stars, also in HR-R and HR-I, obtained from our ongoing GTC filler Open Time program.
For all these 97 stars we have derived the stellar parameters: effective temperature, T eff , surface gravity, log g and metallicity [M/H]. To obtained them, we have developed a code that uses a χ 2 technique to fit the theoretical modelled spectra by Munari et al. (2005) to the high resolution MEGARA observations, both normalised to their respective continuum. The best results are found when using the complete information in both HR-R and HR-I spectral windows, combining them in a single spectrum to which the model is compared. This allows us to use all the spectral information. We have used this combined spectrum to derive the stellar parameters. We have compared our results with the parameters published in the literature, when available, and with the ones obtained when using the SP ACE code (when offering a solution), finding in general a very good agreement in the values derived for T eff , log g and [M/H] from all these different methods and sources, within the error bars and the intrinsic model limitations, whose grid's density puts a limit on the errors of the derived stellar parameters. The goodness of our method is probed in this sample of observations, and will be applied it to the MEGARA-GTC Library, sampling a wider range of stellar parameters.
We have measured known stellar indices (based on measurements of equivalent widths) and we have proposed updated indices based on new spectral windows more suitable to the MEGARA spectral resolution. We have also tested the reliability of measuring these indices with non-flux calibrated observations. The complete indices study and the relationship with stellar parameters will come in future papers.
We are running a filler-type program with MEGARA at the GTC that has been granted so far with 175 hr of observing time in the semesters 2018B, 2019A and 2019B, which should provide around 300 stars observed in both HR-R and HR-I setups. All spectra are being reduced with the MEGARA DRP and pass through proper quality control, analysis and classification processes. The MEGARA IFU mode has an enormous advantage for these filler observations with respect to a long-slit instrument, especially in bad observing conditions: MEGARA data have always identical spectral resolution since the pupil stop is at the fibre at the spectrograph pseudo-slit, keeping it independent from sky conditions, and flux is always recovered by adding spaxels according to the actual seeing.
To manage the MEGARA-GTC library, We have put together a MySQL database residing on https://www.fractal-es.com/ megaragtc-stellarlibrary/, to handle both data and observations. We will upload all quality checked spectra to deliver a first release of the MEGARA spectral library in 2020, which will allow users to retrieve the spectra along with the evolutionary synthesis models to support the observations interpretation.
We will use these observations to produce the first synthetic spectra with PopStar for the MEGARA highest resolution modes, which will be refined as far as the library observations progress. data obtained with MEGARA instrument, funded by European Regional Development Funds (ERDF), through Programa Operativo Canarias FEDER 2014-2020. The authors thank the support given by Dr. Antonio Cabrera and Dr. Daniel Reverte, GTC Operations Group staff, during the preparation and execution of the observations at the GTC. The authors acknowledge the anonymous referee for her/his comments which have substantially improved the manuscript.
